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  Highly parallel, IA programmable 
architecture in development 

  Ease of scaling for software 
ecosystem 

  Array of enhanced IA cores 
  New Cache Architecture 
  New Vector Processing Unit 
  Scalable to TFLOPS performance 
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Opportunity: Reconstruction Memory-Footprint shows large condition data

How to share common data between different process?

  multi-process vs multi-threaded

  Read-only: Copy-on-write, Shared 
Libraries

  Read-write: Shared Memory or files

Event parallelism
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Experience and requirements
–  Complex and dispersed software

»  Difficult to manage/share/tune resources (memory, I/O) w/o support 
from OS and compiler

»  Coding and maintaining thread-safe software at user-level is difficult
»  Need automatic tools to identify code to be made thread-aware

•  Geant4: 10K lines modified! 
•  Not enough, many hidden (optimization) details such as state-caches

–  Multi process seems more promising
»  ATLAS: fork() (exploit copy-on-write), shmem (needs library support)
»  LHCb: python
»  Proof-lite

–  Other limitations are at the door (I/O, communication, memory)
»  Proof: client-server communication overhead in a single box
»  Proof-lite: I/O bound >2 processes per disk
»  Online (Atlas, CMS) limit in in/out-bound connections to one box 



Exploit Copy on Write
–  Modern OS share read-only pages among processes dynamically

»  A memory page is copied and made private to a process only when 
modified

–  Prototype in Atlas and LHCb (the latter using WP8 personnel)
»  Encouraging results as memory sharing is concerned (50% shared)

»  Concerns about I/O (need to merge output from multiple processes)
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Memory (ATLAS)
One process:  700MB VMem and  420MB RSS
COW
(before) evt 0: private: 004 MB | shared: 310 MB
(before) evt 1: private: 235 MB | shared: 265 MB
. . .
(before) evt50: private: 250 MB | shared: 263 MB



Kernel Shared Memory

KSM is a linux driver that allows dynamically sharing 
identical memory pages between one or more processes.

–  It has been developed as a backend of KVM to help memory 
sharing between virtual machines running on the same host.

–  User code registers to KSM memory pages that are potentially 
sharable

–  KSM keeps them in a hashed data structure
»  Hashing based on page content

–  KSM scans the registered pages and “merge” those identical
»  Merged pages are marked read-only so standard COW will split them again 

if modified 
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Use of KSM
–  All interactions with KSM deamon goes through the pseudo-

file  /dev/ksm

–  Registering a page requires writing in /dev/ksm
–  KSM registration and, even more, KSM check and merge 

algorithm are not cheep: KSM can easily eat 100% of CPU
»  Pages registered shall be large
»  Best is to register only pages worth sharing

»  De-registration is not yet possible
•  Do not use KSM in case of memory churn!

»  Let KSM check for identical pages only if many potential merges are 
possible

–  Two strategies possible:
»  Control KSM at application level

»  Use a “system-wide” watch-dog 
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Testing “KSM”

– Ad-hoc memory-block registration is intrusive
»  Requires a specific allocator
»  Effort similar to use explicit shared memory

– Generic registration can be performed using a “Malloc 
hook”

»  It happens that we all have malloc-hooks in hand (usually 
LD_PRELOADed)

– Test performed “retrofitting” TCMalloc with KSM
»  Just one single line of code added!

»  TCMalloc NEVER redeem memory: perfect for KSM! 
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Testing “KSM”

–  CMS
»  reconstruction of real data (Cosmics with full detector)

»  No code change (use patched TCMalloc)

»  400MB private data; 250MB shared data; 130MB shared code

»  Prototype of a simple KSM watchdog script

–  ATLAS
»  No code change (use patched TCMalloc)

»  In a Reconstruction job of 1.6GB VM, up to 1GB can be shared with KSM.

»  KSM controlled from within ATHENA
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Future Work
–  KSM, as any other shared memory approach, requires a job 

submission scheme that can handle multiple processes/threads to 
run on the same box.

»  General critical item for effective multi-core exploitation

–  In Addition KSM need to be controlled either by the application 
or by a watchdog

»  Red-Hat is developing “something”
»  Experiment may integrate KSM control in their framework (at application 

or workflow level) 

–  It may in any case be useful to separate the memory used for 
long-term constant data and the one used for tactical allocation 
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Summary
–  KSM has demonstrated to be the most powerful and less 

intrusive mechanism to share read-only data among “similar” 
processes

–  New, faster, more secure version already available 
»  (arrived tonight!)

–  It shall be easily deployed with SL5
»  Requires malloc hooks and user access to /dev/ksm

–  The most promising deployment is as a fully kernel-internal 
mechanism

»  Possibly available in future RHEL6

»  Difficult to predict if back-portable to SL5

–  KSM will only reduce/delay the real problem:
»  Experiments shall work hard to reduce memory footprint and to better 

control memory allocation and locality
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